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KPKCK is a Malayalam language radio
station based at Cochin, Kerala, owned by
the Kerala State Government. The focus is
to provide an opportunity to communicate
the different views, perceptions, opinions
of people across the world. [3] KPKCK is a
platform where people are free to express
their views on any issue, however
controversial that may be. Apart from this
a platform to listen to more than hundred
radio stations from India, Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Singapore,
Malaysia, Indonesia and other countries.
The first Malayalam novel was the
Vyakaranam in 1865 by S. K. Pottekkatt.
[22] The first Malayalam dictionary was the
Malayalam-English Dictionary by P.V.
Sarma and P.V. Menon. [23] [24] The
University of Kerala was established in
1956. [25] [26] The Kerala Government
first allotted funds for university education,
covering college education only in 1955.
[25] The University of Calicut was
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established in 1981, the Mangalore
University in 1981, and the University of
Madras in 1972. [27] Later on, the
University of Kerala admitted women for
Bachelor's and Master's courses in 1963
and 1969 respectively, for the first time in
India. [28] [29] In 1967, the Kerala
Government appointed high-level officers
to oversee the development of higher
education in the state. [25] The high-level
committee was set up under the
chairmanship of the then Minister of
Education Kerala, V. Ramamurthi. [25] The
report of the committee, submitted in 1968
recommended the setting up of a
University at Thiruvanthapuram. [25] The
recommendations were accepted and the
University of Kerala was inaugurated on 12
August 1969 by the then Governor of
Kerala, Sir Edmund Hooper. [25] The first
Malayalam-medium B.Ed. course
commenced in the same year. [25]
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nadan pattukal is also referred to as Kavu
Nadanpattukal in Malayalam and as

Naadan Pattukal in Tamil, a word which
means 'The Path' in Tamil. Kodavas,

another tribe living in north Kerala, use the
word Kavu to refer to a locally made drum
which they call Kavu Pattukal. It is a well

known fact that Nadan Pattukal is
originated from the Kodavas or the

Kasiswara tribe living in north Kerala. On
the very first day of the Pattukal season,

the people are requested to visit the
temple to sing the songs and chant the

holy hymns written by the great poets of
the Kerala. This is the first ritual in the art
of Nadan Pattukal. As the years passed by,
the rituals became elaborate and the songs

too became more elaborate. Many words
were written in the Malayalam language

and also the Malayalam language was used
to write the songs. Over the years, it
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became a tradition for the people to sing
the songs for their celebrations like

Deepavali, Onam or Vishu etc. With the
invention of the modern music instruments
like accordion, cajun, violin, guitar and the
carrom, Nadan Pattukal songs were sung in
the new music form and the melodies were

written in the Malayalam language. The
lyrics were a combination of Malayalam

words and the combination of the classical
music. Songs like Rahasya thekku thedum,
Amma, Aadyum padyathunnilla, Aadathe

(Aku thedum) are some of the most
popular songs in the Nadan Pattukal. It is
considered as a kind of classical music

because of its use of the Malayalam
language. The Malayalam Language
Commission was formed in 1970. In

December 1983, it ordered the Malayalam
script to be updated. This brought about a

shift in script and font from Malayalam. The
Commission has also made necessary
corrections to texts such as Malayalam
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